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Why do we care about error-correlation?



Uncertainty Analysis

§ In full error-covariance matrices 
are impractical to evaluate and 
store for EO data

§ “FIDUCEO-style” approach to 
uncertainty analysis offers a 
solution by parameterising error-
covariance structure

§ How to take this to the next step? 
How do I store and make use of 
this information in data?

Uncertainty Tree Diagram

Effect Table



Encoded Observations

Geospatial data is encoded with complex metadata, though 
users typically never have to interact with it.



Encoded Observations

Example: Geocoding
1. Data is accompanied with standardised metadata
2. Tools provide means to

A. Interface with this information
B. Interpret and make use of this information

WKT
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Encoded Observations

Geospatial data is encoded with complex metadata, though 
users typically never have to interact with it.

Why not take the same approach for error-
covariance information for observations?



Encoded Observations

Geospatial data is encoded with complex metadata, though 
users typically never have to interact with it.

Parallel: Error-covariance encoding
1. Data is accompanied with standardised metadata
2. Tools provide means to

A. Interface with this information
B. Interpret and make use of this information

obsarray
punpy

Digital Effects Table

Interface for Handling 
Information

e.g. Uncertainty 
propagation



Effects Table

Standardised Error-Covariance Metadata: 
Digital Effects Tables

Digital Effects Table

Print out of uncertainty variable attributes for netCDF file



Interface to Error-Covariance Metadata: 
obsarray

The obsarray python module provides an extension to the widely used 
xarray package to interface with measurement error-covariance information 
encoded in datasets
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Tools for Error-Covariance Metadata: punpy

punpy interfaces with obsarray to make uncertainty propagation as efficient 
and easy to use as possible. All flexibility of punpy is included as optional 
keywords. The propagate_ds() function returns an obsarray dataset with 
combined random, systematic and structured uncertainties on measurand.



Example: Hypernets Ground Processor

§ Hypernets is an underdevelopment network 
of ground test sites with automated 
hyperspectral spectrometers for surface 
reflectance validation
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Example: Hypernets Ground Processor

§ Hypernets is an underdevelopment network 
of ground test sites with automated 
hyperspectral spectrometers for surface 
reflectance validation

§ Uncertainty information is provided with 
every product, including error-correlation 
information.

§ Implementation in ground processor is 
powered by CoMet tools



CoMet: Community tools for Metrology

§ An open-source software project to develop Python tools for the handling of 
error-covariance information in the analysis of measurement data

§ Includes obsarray and punpy as initial offering, to be extended (optimisation 
next)

§ Moving towards initial release on GitHub/PyPI platform



Next Steps

§ Developing tools further – including expanding scope to include more 
functionality, such as optimisation.

§ Development of documentation, examples and dissemination approach

§ We are looking for beta testers!


